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HOCKEY QLD WOMEN’S MASTERS TEAM LEADER  

POSITION DESCRIPTION 
 

Summary 

A Hockey Qld Women’s Masters Team Leader is responsible for positively influencing the team 

to ensure the best achievable performance at a tournament. 

This is accomplished by being a strong leader, displaying a high level of commitment, focus, 

intensity, passion and effort, with effective communication skills that encourage, support and 

confidently hold team members accountable.  

Responsible to: HQ Women’s Masters Committee through Contingent Leader through 

Team Management (Coach and Manager). Refer to Reporting Framework 

below. 

 

Responsible for:  The primary purpose of the Team Leader is to positively support team 

management and players to ensure the best possible performance.   

The Team Leader(s) will be expected to: 

 work collaboratively with the Coach, Assistant Coach and Manager 

 provide input and support to game plans and model execution of the plan in 

personal actions 

 contribute to the review of team performance and game plan with the Coach during 

the tournament 

 participate in Team Leader meetings with the Coach during the tournament 

 provide leadership during team meetings  

 encourage and support team members at all times to ensure positive team 

interactions 

 respect and recognise the contribution of all players  

 address negative attitudes and conflict, escalating any issues to team management 

 behave professionally and responsibly and maintain composure despite any 

personal feelings of frustration or anger 

 perform other related duties, as needed or requested by team management 
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Attributes of a successful Team Leader: 

 the desire to lead by example, exhibiting a high level of commitment, focus, intensity and 

effort  

 a passionate belief in team spirit  

 ability to inspire and motivate and raise team morale 

 ability to demonstrate leadership skills 

 good verbal and non verbal communication skills 

 responsibility of being team leader while still being an individual player in the team 

 understanding of the need to maintain confidentiality about discussions and decisions 
related to the team 

 a thorough knowledge of the game 

 an understanding of the requirements and protocols for National competition 

Team Leaders can lead in a variety of ways, including but not limited to: 

 leading the warm up and warm down and recovery sessions 

 organising off field activities 

 identifying and monitoring any issues that are impacting on the team’s performance 

 findings ways to include players who are less integrated into the team 
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